Unit overview: Statistics – Year 1
There are no requirements to teach statistics in the Year 1 curriculum.

Unit overview: Statistics – Year 2
National Curriculum requirements

Vocabulary

By the end of the year, the children will be able to:











interpret and construct simple pictograms, tally
charts, block diagrams and simple tables



ask and answer simple questions by counting
the number of objects in each category and
sorting the categories by quantity



ask and answer questions about totalling and
comparing categorical data.

Visual representations

pictogram
tally chart
bar chart
diagram
table
key
data

Manipulatives






multi-link blocks
dienes
counters
number lines
bead strings

Sentence stems
The scale shows __________

The key shows __________

There are _____ pictures on the pictogram, this tells me that __________
On the pictogram, one _____ represents _____
The most popular option is __________
The least popular option is __________
On this tally chart, there are _____ groups of five and _____ individual marks; this represents
__________
The total number of __________ is __________

Learning sequence















understand that a pictogram is used to show data
identify the key for a pictogram and use it to interpret the data shown
find the most and least popular result from a pictogram
understand that a bar chart is used to show data
identify the scale on a bar chart and use it to interpret the data shown
find the most and least popular result from a bar chart
understand that a tally charts and tables are used to show data
understand the grouping system for tally marks and use it to interpret the data shown
find the most and least popular result from a pictogram
order results in a pictogram, bar chart or tally (greatest to fewest; fewest to greatest)
find total amounts in a pictogram, bar chart and tally chart
compare amounts represented in a pictogram, bar chart and tally chart
ask questions about amounts represented in a pictogram, bar chart and tally charts
use information provided to construct pictograms, bar charts and tally charts

Unit overview: Statistics – Year 3
National Curriculum requirements

Vocabulary

By the end of the year, the children will be
able to:













interpret and present data using bar
charts, pictograms and tables



solve one-step and two-step questions,
e.g., ‘how many more?’ and ‘how
many fewer?’, using information
presented in scaled bar charts and
pictograms and tables.

Visual representations

pictogram
key
fraction
half
tally
data
survey
scale
axis

Manipulatives






multi-link blocks
dienes
counters
number lines
bead strings

Sentence stems
The scale shows __________

Learning sequence
The key shows __________

This graph shows __________




There are _____ pictures on the pictogram, this tells me that __________
On the pictogram, one _____ represents _____
The most popular option is __________

The least popular option is __________

On this tally chart, there are _____ groups of five and _____ individual marks; this represents








__________

The total number of __________ is __________

read data accurately from a pictogram, understanding how the icon represents a
value
understand how to use the key on a pictogram and to deduce what value a fraction
of an icon has
draw a pictogram, including a key for the information
read data accurately from a tally table, understanding the convention of grouping
tallies in fives as a way of adding up the data quickly
conduct surveys and draw tally charts to collect the data using the convention of 5
tallies is 4 vertical lines with another line crossing through
read data in a bar chart and discuss what information it gives
use data to construct a bar chart
answer one or two step questions using information in a tally table, pictogram and bar
charts
suggest a conclusion based on the data available in a tally table, pictogram and bar
charts

Unit overview: Statistics – Year 4
National Curriculum requirements

Vocabulary

By the end of the year, the children will be able
to:















interpret and present discrete and continuous
data using appropriate graphical methods,
including bar charts and time graphs.



solve comparison, sum and difference
problems using information presented in bar
charts, pictograms, tables and other graphs.

Visual representations

key
fraction
half
tally
data
survey
scale
axis
Carroll Diagram
Venn Diagram
mode

Manipulatives






multi-link blocks
dienes
counters
number lines
bead strings

Learning sequence
Sentence stems
The scale shows __________


The key shows __________

This graph shows __________

There are _____ pictures on the pictogram, this tells me that __________
On the pictogram, one _____ represents _____
The most popular option is __________

The least popular option is __________

On this tally chart, there are _____ groups of five and _____ individual marks; this represents
__________













The Venn Diagram shows that _____

The Carroll Diagram shows that _____

create neat and accurate pictograms, by hand or using ICT, from a tally chart or
frequency table
answer questions or solve problems by interpreting pictograms where the symbols
represent 2, 5, 10 or 20 units
draw accurate bar charts, by hand or using ICT, with scales labelled in 2s, 5s, 10s or 20s
interpret information presented on a bar chart, and use that information to solve
problems that require data to be compared, e.g. how many more, how many fewer
know the difference between primary and secondary data
design and conduct a simple survey; design and use data collection sheets
present data, collected personally, in an appropriate format
group objects and numbers by their properties into a Carroll Diagram
sort and represent data into a Venn Diagram
interpret data from simple pie charts involving halves, quarters and thirds
understand that the mode is a form of average that means it is the data value that
appears most often in a data set
find the mode in a set of data

Unit overview: Statistics – Year 5
National Curriculum requirements

Vocabulary

By the end of the year, the children will be
able to:













solve comparison, sum and difference
problems using information presented in
a line graph



complete, read and interpret information
in tables, including timetables.

Visual representations

line graph
axis (x and y)
data
trends
table
column
row
timetable
interpret

Manipulatives



timetables
ipads/laptops

Sentence stems

Learning sequence

This table shows __________



The _____ column shows __________
The _____ row shows __________
The x-axis shows __________
The y-axis shows __________
From this graph, I know that __________
The timetable shows that __________
I can get a __________ at __________ and I will arrive in __________ at __________












understand that tables are made of rows and columns and be able to read along a
row or down a column
interpret data displayed in a table and solve problems using this data
complete tables with missing data sets
construct a table with appropriate labels to record data that has been collected
interpret data on a line graph: understand which is the x-axis and which is the y-axis;
discuss the data that is available from the graph
describe trends seen on a line graph
construct and label a line graph, from data given in a table or data collected
personally, accurately plotting data
use a line graph to calculate the difference between results
use a line graph to find the sum of results
read and extract information from a timetable
answer questions based on the information presented in a timetable

Unit overview: Statistics – Year 6
National Curriculum requirements

Vocabulary

By the end of the year, the children will be
able to:












interpret and construct pie charts and
line graphs and use these to solve
problems



calculate and interpret the mean as an
average.

Visual representations

pie chart
segments
data
line graph
axis
scales
average
mean

Manipulatives



compasses
protractor

Sentence stems

Learning sequence

The data in this pie chart shows __________




This segment of the pie chart is __________
When I compare this segment of the pie chart to __________, I can see that __________
This line graph is showing me __________
The appropriate scale for the __-axis is __________
An appropriate title for this line graph is __________
The average in a set of data shows __________










The mean average is __________
To calculate the mean average __________





understand that a pie chart is a circle divided into segments to represent data
compare information in a pie chart by looking at the size of the segment for each
piece of information
use the labels in a pie chart to interpret data
know that there are 360o in a circle, 180o in a semi-circle and 90o in a quarter of a circle
understand that we can measure the angles in a pie chart to interpret the data
using compasses and a protractor, draw a pie chart accurately, using angles, to
represent a set of data
solve problems based on data presented in a pie chart
interpret data, and solve problems, based on a line graph
identify trends in a line graph
construct a line graph from raw data:
o develop suitable scales for the axes
o include a suitable title for the graph
o label the lines and data points appropriately
understand the definitions for the terms ‘average’ and ‘mean’
know that a mean average can be used to compare data
understand how to calculate the mean from a set of data

